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Abstract—This paper gives the  survey of increasing new 

effective equipment strategies for the use of DCT by lifting 

plans. In terms of reliability and timing complexity associated 

with the given size of the input image and the appropriate 

stages of decomposition, the different architectures are 

examined. This analysis is useful for evaluating an effective 

technique to increase the speed and technology complications 

of existing models and to outline other multi-level DCT 

implementation equipment using lifting plans. 

Index Terms:-Lifting-bаsed DCT, twо-dimensiоnаl discrete 

Cоsine Trаnsfоrm, JPEG . 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The adjustment of the Cosine Transform to 

traditional transforms is well known, such as Fourier 

transforms. Cosine Transform is commonly used for signal 

processing and compression because it has a strong position in 

the time frequency domain. The possibility of its 

implementation was presented by Mallat. A multi-resolution 

signal analysis is performed by the discrete Cosine Transform 

(DCT), which has a variable position in both the space (time) 
and frequency domains. By using DCT, the degradation of 

signals into different sub bands with frequency and time 

information may be possible.The components of structural 

manipulation are progressively set in thelifting scheme [1]. 

In image compression methods, the DCT has a 

feature that allows it to resolve the blocking artefact that arises 

in image compression methods based on DCT or block. This 

gain is due to the DCT operating, as in other block-based 

architectures, on the entire image rather than on part of it. One 

of the most important implementations of the 2-D DCT is the 

JPEG picture current limiting. Cohen-Daubechies-eauveau 
(9/7) (CDF 9/7) and integer CDF 5/3, however, are the 

wavelet filters used in lossy and lossless compression schemes 

of JPEG. In many applications, the benefits of the DCT are 

obvious; however, its key disadvantages are the computational 

complexity and storage demand.Such disadvantages affect 

speed, power consumption and hardware resources. It is 

therefore still a major and significant challenge to implement 

powerful and high-speed DCT architectures. Therefore, 

various architectures are implemented for different wavelet 

filtering to raise all or part of these drawbacks[2].  

It is possible to roughly classify the current VLSI 2-

D DCT architectures into two major groups, namely 
convolution-based and lifting-based. Although FIR filter 

banks perform convolution-based architectures, the lifting-

based implementations are introduced by factorizing the filter 

banks into many lifting steps, followed by a scaling phase. 
 
The 2-D DCT of a 2-D image is performed by both 

design forms in two steps, the row-wise DCT (R-DCT) 

preceded by the column-wise DCT (C-DCT), or vice versa. 

Mathematics resources, such as multipliers, adders and 

multiplexers, and storage infrastructure are constructed of all 

types of frameworks. The storage resources include 

modulation memory, temporal memory, and block memory. In 

the 2-D DCT, transposition memory is used to transcribe the 

transitional results provided by the R-DCT to the 

corresponding C-DCT for the input. To store the partial results 

generated in both the R-DCT and the C-DCT, temporal 
processing is needed. 

 

 
Figure1. 1-D DCT architecture for column 

processor 

In multi-level DCT, which successively transforms the low-

low subband outputs of ever more than one level, frame 

memory is needed to store the subband coefficients generated 

for the preceding level at each level.  
 

Several strategies for decreasing memory size have been 

suggested. According to its data monitor activities, they can be 

classified into line-based, changed line-based, block-based and 

stripe-based. For memory reduction, the line-based scanning 

model was utilized. Since then, several architectures have 

been developed based on the line-based scanning process. The 

line-based scanning technique scans line-by-line image data. 
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 Until its successor row is scanned, one row of the 

image is fully processed and the information is processed as 

long as it is scanned in. However, the C-DCT is done in an 

alternating manner because it has to wait before the R-DCT 

produces appropriate intermediary performance. As such, in 
order to store the intermediate results of an appropriate 

number of rows for the C-DCT inputs, transcription memory 

is needed. Furthermore, to store the partial results produced by 

the interleaved C-DCT for a few rows, a temporal memory is 

required. The shortest memory size 55N (words), with 

25Nand 3N around transposition and temporal memory [3] is 

achieved among the line-based models. 

Although the memory-efficiency gains of the lifting-

based DCT throughout its convolution-based equivalent, 

because it is a size-dominant factor, memory requirements are 

still a key problem in 2-D lifting-based DCT architecture 

design. The memory consists mostly of temporal memory and 
transcription memory in 2-D DCT architectures. Parallel 

implementation stripe-based data scanning technique, which 

allows the difference between the bandwidth of the external 

memory and the capacity of the internal buffer. In order to 

construct a parallel lifting-based 2-D DCT architecture based 

on the flipped data flow graph, we then create a standard 

operation unit, called the Cell (DFG).A novel memory-

efficient parallel 2-D DCT architecture with a short CPD of 

Tm + Ta is proposed with the newly developed data scanning 

method.[4]. Based on the flipped data flow graph (DFG). 

 

II. LIFTING SCHEME 

Various types of lifting-based DCT structures can be built by 

joining the three fundamental lifting components. The 

vastmajorityof the material DCTs like (9, 7) and (5, 3) 

waveletscompriseofpreparing units, as аppeаred in Fig.4, 

which is disentangled as Fig.3.This unit is called the 

processing element (PE). The processingnodes А, B and C are 
input samples which arrive successively. To implement the 

predict unit, А and C receive even samples while B receives 

addsamples. Then аgаin, for the refresh unit, Anand C 

areadexamplesand B gets even examples. Presently, the 

structure can be utilized to аctuаlize (5, 3) and (9, 7) 

waveletsare аppeаred in Fig.3 and Fig.4.In this engineering 

each white circle speaks to а PE. 

The input and output layers are basic (essential) 

layers and are settled for each writing of the wavelet, while the 

type of wavelet can be modified as required by changing the 

quantity of enlarged layers. For example, the absence of a 
single expanded (included) layer in the structure of Fig.4 

would shift the associated engineering from (9, 7) to (5, 3) 

form, as seen in Fig.3.  

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.Basicfunctional units of lifting schemes 

 

 

 

Figure 3:- Lifting structure for (5,3)wavelet 

 

 

Fig 4.Lifting structure for (9,7) wavelet 

 

 

The dark circles speak of the data needed to record 

yields (s, d). R0, R1 and R2, are registers that are known as 

data memory and get their properties from new input samples. 
Temporary memory is known as the other three black circles 

that store the outcomes of prior computations. 

 

 

III. LITRАTURE REVIEW 
The 2-D DCT pre-processing stage performs serial-parallel 

conversion of the original sample series from the adaptation 
algorithm and then data is provided to the column generator 

for column transformation operation. Then the column filter 

data output is passed to the translating buffer, where the data 

transposition occurs in order to satisfy the data flow order for 

the row filter operation. Finally, the scaling calculation is 

performed using the scaling module. This helps to 

comprehend the set of activities involved in this process. 

Additionally, any even and odd row of sample is read 

because of it's parallel scanning method. In this way, column 

transformation can alternatively be performed by column filter 
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for the adjacent column sample. It is possible to reduce the 

transfer function buffer size between the column processor 

and row processor and also increase the speed of operation by 

following the two input/two output system performance. The 

input sample obtained from the pre-processing module, the 
odd samples xi (2n + 1) and the even sample Xi (2n) are sent 

to the column filter at the same time in each cycle when the 

column filter begins its job. 

To test the structural concept presented with existing 

architecture, a detailed analysis is carried out. The hardware 

difficulty, the delay in the critical path, and the output of 

different architectures are thus contrasted. This research 

achieves better acceleration from the performance, with less 

hardware complexity and less storage space.[1] The 2-D CDF 

5/3 DCT structure consists of two phases. Each phase consists 

of a 1-D DCT processor with delay parameters in different 

lengths. The input image (N ⁇ N-pixel) is fed pixel by pixel 

to the designed system using row by row scanning. One pixel 
is fed into each clock cycle. Thus, a 1-D DCT for each row is 

computed in the first step (Stage1-row processor). 

The Stage-2 computes the complete set of input 2-D 

DCT parameters. Image - Low-Low (LL), High-Low (HL), 

Frequency elements for Low-High (LH) and High-High (HH). 

It begins its journey Computation method after the N-clock 

cycle; single row of images. To handle various word lengths 

and image sizes, the theoretical models are designed to be 

parameterized. There is a full study of the energy consumption, 

speed, usage of hardware and feasibility of the method 

architecture. Because of its construction of identical units, the 

low robustness of the algorithm architecture provides a 
convenient way to compose higher DCT dimensions. 

Furthermore, the effects of the 2-D DCT synthesis 

show that it is possible to achieve an operational frequency of 

up to 198 MHz with an energy consumption of 23 to 131 

mWatts for frequency band of up to 198 MHz. The 2-D DCT 

machine comprises of 2 1-D DCT processors, namely row and 

column manufacturers, and a transpose unit. The rowwise 

DCT is performed first according to the scanning scheme. 2N 

temporary memory is required by the row processor to store 

intermediate d1 and d2 data. The line buffers used for memory 

are initialization in the reset state from all zeros, and are later 
filled in by the first input first output (FIFO) temporal data. 

In order to adjust the order of data needed by the 

column processor, the outputs of the row processor are fed to 

the transposition unit. A line buffer is not necessary in the 

column processor, due to the extreme output order of the 

transcribe unit, the intermediary coefficients can be contained 

in registers. For the complete 2-D DCT operation, therefore, 

only 2N temporal time is responsible. Because of the modified 

overlapping stripe-based scanning approach proposed, the 

temporal memory is decreased. The implementation resulted 

in 512 registers for the processing of input image size 256 256 

as line buffers.This implies that only 2N temporal memory is 
used in the planned 2-D DCT framework, which is the 

smallest of all other existing architectures and suits the 

theoretical estimate. The integration of the FPGA is done to 

determine the hardware effectiveness of the proposed ASIC 

development algorithm.[3] In order to perform the 

biorthogonal wavelet filtering, a less compute complex lifting-
based DCT has been presented. The calculational complexity 

can be reduced significantly by factorizing the traditional filter 

banks into several lifting steps. In addition, the data 

management and analysis of the lifting-based DCT can also be 

reduced as compared to the DCT convolution, based on the 

line-based architecture. 

While less computing and lower memory are used in 

the lifting scheme, the lengthy and erratic data paths are the 

key constraints on hardware implementation performance. 

Moreover, the internal memory capacity of a 2-D DCT model 

will be increased by more pipeline registers. There have been 

many 1-D pipeline architectures proposed to Implement the 
various computations for lifting moves. A spatial synergistic 

lifting algorithm (SCLA) to advance the multiplying 

arithmetic efficiency for 2-D DCT. Depending on the 

technique, the SCLA-based design requires small multipliers 

to process the 2-D image data and to conduct the multilevel 

DCT only uses the on-chip memory up to 12N size. 

A standardized way of design to construct many 

powerful 1-D and 2-D DCT frameworks with systolic array 

mapping. General 2-D architecture to introduce the various 

DCT filters suggested in JPEG. A general hardware planner 

and memory management are planned to design the different 
convolution matrices in order to perform the computations for 

different lifting steps. Tseng et al. have extracted aTo 

maximize the internal memory size for the 2-D DCT with the 

line-based process, the generic RAM-based structure. 

Recursive and dual scanning structures to incorporate the 

multi-level and single-level decomposition of the 2-D DCT. 

The two, depending on the asymmetric and 

symmetric MAC, Architectures are designed to conduct the 

different lifting mechanisms in an effective manner. The 

flipping structure for the critical shortening Road without 

overhead hardware. With fewer 1-D DCT architecture pipeline 

registers, the internal 2-D framework memory size can also be 
reduced. Based on the direct integration of lifting structure and 

line based structures, the significant problem is that using 

more pipeline registers will increase the system throughput 

but needs larger memory size for 2-D DCT. 

To ease the tradeoff between both the phases of the 

1-D architecture pipeline A updated algorithm is implemented 

for the architectures of 1-D and 2-D pipeline systems and the 

memory consumption for 2-D architecture. Modified data path 

of lifting-based DCT, the architecture meets the one-multiplier 

delay constraint but uses less internal memory comparison to 

the related frameworks. In addition, by cascading the three 
key components[4], the proposed design implements the 5/3 

and 9/7 filters. 
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SR 

NО 

NАME ОF 

АUTHОR 

PUBLISHING 

YEАR 

WОRK DОNE RESULT 

1 MithunR,GаnаpаthiH

egde 
2016 Reduced area and  high 

speed 2-D DCT structural 

design 

Better speed with lesser 

complexity in hardware and lesser 

storage space. 

2 SааdАl-Аzаwi, 

YаsirАmerАbbаsаn

dRаzаli 

2015 Low Complexity 

Multidimensional CDF 5/3 

DCT Architecture 

The proposed models are designed tobe 

pаrаmeterised to tackle different image 

sizes. 

3 А 

DDаrji,АnkurLimа

ye 

2014 Memory efficient VLSI 

Architecture for Lifting- 

based DCT 

Due to the modified overlapping stripe-

based scanning approach suggested, the 

temporal memory is decreased. 

4 Yusоng Huаnd 

ChingChuanJоng,, 

Оct 2013 А Memory-Efficient High- 

Throughput Architecture for 

Lifting-Based Multi- Level 

2-DDCT 

A new overlapping stripe-based 

scanning method for multi-level 

decomposition was suggested and a 

scalable DCT architecture based on 

pipeline lifting for high throughput was 

established. 

5 Yusоng Huand 

ChingChuenJоng 
Аugust 2013 АMemory-Efficient Scalable 

Architecture for Lifting-

Based Discrete 

CosineTransform 

A novel strip-based method of scanning 

has been suggested, allowing the trade-

off between both the external input 

bandwidth and the internal length of the 

buffer 

6 YusоngHuаnd 

ViktоrK.Prаsаnnа 

2013 Energy- аndАreа-Efficient 

Parameterized Lifting- 

Based 2-D DCT 

Architecture on FPGА 

Proposed work achieves highly reactive 

and area efficiency by implementing an 

overlapped block-based image scanning 

method which utilizes the set of 

possible memory reads and theon-chip  

Memory size. 

 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
A multi-resolution description of signals is given by the 

Discrete Cosine Transform. Filter banks can be used to 

execute the transformation. This paper can present the column 

simulation work 2D DCT model processor, transposition 

buffer and row processor for JPEG and the analysis of high-

performance and low-memory pipeline architecture for the 5/3 

and 9/7 filter 2-D lifting-based DCT. We can derive effective 

pipeline architecture by combining the predictor and updater 

into a single stage.The analysis can provide the same number 

of units of arithmetic, Design can have a shortest pipeline 

information path. In this paper, frameworks for the Discrete 
Cosine Transform based on Lifting have been studied. 

Variables such as memory demand and velocity were 

addressed for each of them. The required framework can be 

chosen depending on the requirement and the constraints, 

imposed. 
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